MIP Pucks™, 17.5 Drive System Assembly
Thank you for choosing MIP Products. Since 1978 MIP has created RC racing products. Our MIP
Pucks™ are the latest development for 17.5 Stock Off-Road and Modified Racing. Please review
the instructions before assembly. Visit miponline.com and become an MIPinsider to keep
current with new MIP products and to find replacement parts. Good luck Racing!
Eustace Moore Jr., CEO Genius, MIP LLC. #17065

www.miponline.com

#17065

TLR Diff Gear
"Not Included"
TLR2953

#17132
#17062

WARNING!

#17065

Note: Using a small
sanding drum and
rotary tool, clearance
the ball stud mount
where the Pucks may
come in contact!!

Apply Clear
Silicone Grease

#17065
#17065

Align ball bearings
in washer groove

TLR Axles
"Not Included"
TLR232051

#99061

#17062

Apply MIP Grease
to Thrust Balls
#17045

#17132

#17141
#17065
#17045

Apply a generous
amount of MIP
Grease to all
moving parts!

Use a .050" Hex Driver
for each side to tighten
Screws
Hex Drivers "Not Included"
MIP #9000

#17065
#10144
Use a small amount
of Thread Gel on Puck
Screws!

#17141

Apply a generous
amount of MIP
Grease to all
moving parts!
#10144

Note: Using a small sanding
drum and a rotary tool,
clearance the arms under the
Pucks where it comes in
contact with the Arm!!
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Tech Notes:
Just a reminder, MIP Pucks™ (Bushings/Pins) are replaceable, so
simply replace the Pucks™ as needed, it varies from car to car.
!Warning! Replace MIP Pucks™ timely to avoid failures that will
destroy the outdrives.
(MIP has included a complimentary set of Pucks™ and hardware)

P/N:SupportParts&Tools:
#9501 MIPHexDriverWrenchSet,SAEStandard(4),.050",1/16",5/64",&3/32"
#9502 MIPHexDriverWrenchSet,Metric(3),1.5mm,2.0mm,&2.5mm
#9503 MIPNutDriverWrenchSet,Metric(2),5.5mm&7.0mm
#9504 MIPNutDriverWrenchMegaBundleSet,Metric(5),4mm,5m,5.5,7.0,&8.0mm
#9511 MIPSpeedTip™HexDriverWrenchInsertSet,SAEStandard(3),1/16",5/64",&3/32"
#9512 MIPSpeedTip™HexDriverWrenchInsertSet,Metric(3),1.5mm,2.0mm,&2.5mm
#10144 MIPCVD™/CͲCVD™,3/16"RebuildKitw/SetScrews
#15010 MIPMachinedTͲNut,.250"Bore
#17045MIPPucks™,RebuildKit,No1.5Pucks
#17062MIPSuperDiff™,BiͲMetalHub,TLR224.0(2)
#17065 MIPSuperDiff™,CarbideRebuildKit,TLR22Series
#17132MIPPucks™,2ͲPieceAluminumOutdrivecups,M/F,TeamAssociatedB6(2)
#17141MIPPucks™,BiͲMetalRͲCVDBone,68mm,TLR224.0(2)

Visit http://www.MIPONLINE.com for more information
Like us on

www.miponline.com

http://www.facebook.com/MIPonline
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